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Women composers     :

This recital wants to pay tribute to these women who have struggled against the difficulties of being both woman and composer in
the patriarchal world of music.

For composer of her life, Mélanie Hélène Bonis uses the pseudonym 'Mel Bonis' devoid of feminine connotation to have the same
equal opportunities as men composers and avoid disparaging remarks about a lifestyle choice that society considered disreputable for a
woman. Augusta Holmès composed her first work under the pseudonym 'Hermann Zenta '. Louise Bertin, who walks with crutches after
poliomyelitis, hears critics consider hers compositions as "consolation to his physical infirmities." Armande de Polignac tries to spoil from
an early age to look like she admires composers (Wagner, Berlioz ...).

It's an incredible story all these women who have marked the history of  music despite all the difficulties that companies have
imposed on them yesterday? It's time to honor them and reveal the major facts of life of women and composers.

Sylvia Cazeneuve and women composers     :

After studying musicology at the University of  Toulouse,  Sylvia Cazeneuve trained with the biggest names of  opera such as
Montserrat Caballé, Bacquier and Michel Sénéchal. Dramatic soprano won several international competitions, she is particularly fond of
the French song.

Sylvia Cazeneuve admires all those women who have defended their passion against all odds by not shrinking from any obstacle.
She seemed to only natural now that as a woman and artist, she makes them homage with this recital.

Recital Eternelles     :

The recital "Eternelles" is a range with a diverse set of works composed by women composers from the nineteenth to the twenty-
first century.  It is composed of  French melodies Armande Polignac, Mel Bonis, Augusta Holmès Cecile Chaminade, Nadia and Lili
Boulanger, Pauline Viardot, Clemence Grandval Marguerite Canal...  We must not forget the contemporary composers whose Marybel
Dessagnes and Isabelle Aboulker.
This recital lasts 1:40 with intermission and is dotted with pieces for solo piano and anecdotes about the lives of these exceptional women.
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